
A BRIEF HISTORY AND CURRENT BUSINESS CONTEXT



The origins of Le Pain Quotidien

‘‘ Be good 
not great ’’
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An iconic brand that communicates authentic values
by doing good business
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A strong identity: an offering based on 4 icons
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The highest food quality offering on all occasions
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Le Pain Quotidien: A global and successful concept
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Agenda
Introduction
Historical performance and challenges in 2017-2019
2020 onwards – 4 global transformations
Current challenges
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2007

 Until 2017, Le Pain Quotidien 
exhibited sustained growth via 
owned-store expansion in strategic  
countries and franchise model in 
emerging territories

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

 The Group opened 183 restaurants 
around the world between 2007 and 
2017 (including 129 owned stores and 
54 franchises)

 Until 2017, the Group generated a 
consistent EBITDA margin of c.9% 
on average, highlighting the 
robustness of its business model even 
with a tougher competitive landscape

System sales evolution2 (in $m)

Owned store  
Franchise

Owned store 
Franchise – Sales1

FY07-FY17 CAGR: +12.6%

FY07-FY17 CAGR: +13.6%
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 In 2016/2017, LPQ reached its 
business model highpoint thanks to 
an efficient managerial organisation in 
place underpinning worldwide strength 
of its unit economic model in each

geography

Gr
EBITDA marg in of the oup 11.4% 8.2

%
9.1
%

9.7
%

9.3
%

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

8.1
%

Average: c.9%

Stores evolution1 (in #) 2016/2017 high point

Buyback of the 
Belgian franchise

Exceptional
disruption period

Source Management reporting

Buyback of the 
Spanish franchise

Notes
1 Includes a pipeline of 2 stores’ openings in Argentina
2 2016-2019 sales have been converted at 2019 budget rates (from local currency to euro to dollars)

Le Pain Quotidien had a strong and consistent track record 
of growth and profitability up until 2017
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2017 performance was below expectations but globally stable…

Sales  
2016

US UK and Belgium 
Ireland

France PQL Sales  
2017

(4.4) .

US UK and Belgium France 
Ireland

 Over 2016-17, the Group opened 19 stores (3 in the US, 4 in Europe and 12 
franchises)

 Sales growth remained positive but SSS tapered down noticeably, especially 
in the US and the UK. This was mainly explained by the increasing 
competition in the Group’s core markets (New York and London)

 The Group started lagging in terms of concept development, digitalisation and 
food innovation. Most notably, the LPQ’s core dining concept was facing 
competition from growing alternative segments such as grab-to-sit and grab-
to-go

 The Group did not address these segments with a structured commercial 
approach

SALES BRIDGE (IN $M)

EBITDA BRIDGE (IN $M)

 Over 2016-17, profitability mainly decreased due to minimum wage increase 
in the US and UK (+0.8pts in terms of % of sales)

 This industry-wide exogenous shock was not immediately addressed by the
Group in a structured way. Excluding the minimum wage impact, the Group
managed to maintain stable profitability

 Cost inflation was not fully contained resulting in limited conversion of 
additional sales into EBITDAEBITDA  

2016

9.3%

PQL EBITDA  
2017

8.1%

X.X% EBITDA margin

Wage pressure
driving EBITDA
decrease

(0.1)%

SSS

+0.2%

+2.0%

+13.4%

+2.0%

Note: SSS: Same-Store Sales evolution vs. LY

Source Management reporting

Avg.
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In 2018, a management reorganisation led to negative knock-on effect at each level
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2018 and 2019 were two years of exceptional challenges 
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EBITDA BRIDGE (IN $M) COMMENTS

 US sales increased slightly in 
2018, driven mainly by NSOs and 
offset by negative SSS growth 
which deteriorated throughout the 
year

 Cost inflation resulted in a c.$5m 
decrease in EBITDA over 2017-18 
which prompted the new 
management team to take radical 
cost containment measures

 Actions taken by the new team 
resulted in a gradual deterioration 
of SSS over 2018 with Q4 2018 
showing double-digit sales 
decreases (vs. positive growth in 
Q1 2018)

 In 2019, the negative operating 
leverage resulting from a 
continued sales decrease offset 
any cost savings realised through 
the improvement initiatives

 Latest estimated 2019 EBITDA 
landing for the US stands at
$(14.3)m

$(5.0)m

Estimated minimum 
wage impact: $(2.8)m

$(18.7)m

Estimated minimum 
wage impact: $(3.0)m

SSS: (12.6)%

SSS: (2.0)%
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A clear recovery plan to get closer to historical profitability
Go back to the fundamentals that have made the Group successful (already initiated)
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Highlights:

The company’s performance and expansion pushed its 
leverage to unsustainable levels pre-covid:
• Net debt increased from c EUR 78 mln in 2015 to 

EUR 106mln in 2018
• Total financial debt in 2018 of EUR 115mln was 80% 

financed by third parties, the balance by 
shareholders

• EBITDA dropped from EUR 23mln in 2015 to EUR 
10mln in 2018

• Average cash balances remained stable at EUR 9mln, 
so lower than 2.9% of sales over the period

• The resulting net debt / EBITDA ratio surged from 
3,3 to 10,5x over 5 years.

• At 2018 debt levels, the company would have 
needed a minimum recurring EBITDA of EUR 35mln 
to remain “only” a sustainably highly levered 
company

Th EUR X ratio

Operational issues compounded with leadership challenges were 
reflected in an unsustainable level of leverage
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However, the connection between the management was lost,
resulting in LPQ filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2020
+ Covid in March 2020

The group ran into difficulties after Cobepa acquired a 30% minority in April 2016. The results had been inflated by the former management (led by CEO Vincent 
Herbert) in view of this transaction and the management’s exit. On top of that, Cobepa’s new management took a series of disastrous decisions in the months 
afterwards. In the meantime, Cobepa has become majority shareholder since other shareholders did not participate in the necessary capital increases.

Dispersed pyramid shaped LPQ management spread across the US, Spain and Belgium led to improper management of the 
company.

Poor decision to change supply chain to outsource production centers to third party resulting in poor ingredients, low quality, high waste and frequent 
product unavailability…
… leading to strong disruption in SSS growth and cost management

Poor lease management resulting in extremely high fixed costs which did not meet the right ROI expectations

1. LPQ files for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy with revealed plans to sell itself to another restaurant company in a bid to avoid liquidation.
2. The company’s US branch is sold to Aurify brands, a fast- food franchise owner, in July 2020.
3. The European branch is largely sold to M80 Partners, a private equity group willing to spend several million euros on relaunching

the restaurant chains
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Digital 
transformation

Define a digital and 
ecommerce strategy, roll out  
a core systems landscape, 
become a consumer-
oriented data driven 
company

G2M
transformation

Balance F&B innovation with 
consumer driven innovation, 
harmonize the offers (80/20), 
move from cost based to 
value based pricing, develop 
an innovation portfolio

Brand 
transformation

Define the brand equity and 
refresh the brand standards, 
deploy new store design and  
formats, deliver brand 
toolkits to the franchise 
partners

Blueprint  
update

Build an end-to-end support 
platform for franchisees, 
going from the pitchbook to a 
marketing and store lifecycle 
guide

M80 and new LPQ management plan to rekindle the recovery 
flame by focusing on 4 global transformations
Overview of transformations
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1. Go to market 
transformation
1. F&B innovations

2. Menu standardisation

3. Pricing
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Le Pain Quotidien needs a new go to market strategy …
focusing on five key pillars

TRAFFIC AVERAGE
SPENDXGROSS  

PROFIT =

1. CUSTOMER
SEGMENTATION 2. FOOD OFFERING 3. CHANNEL 4. PRICING 5. MARKETING &

COMMUNICATION

Project objectives:

 Identify “game-changing” levers to help LPQ achieving its transformation

 “Fix the fundamentals” to ensure these initiatives are properly leveraged
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GTM strategy centered around bread would have to go beyond “just being a bakery” to be
successful

Sell bread in other
places

(delivery, grocery
channels, etc.)

Broaden & rejuvenate
Customer base by securing

Differentiating food
Proposition trough diverse

Healthy compositions

Powerful
Brand:

‘’Fortress
of Bread’’

Powerful
Brand:

‘’Fortress
of Bread’’

Differentiating
food

Proposition trough
diverse
Healthy

compositions

Sell bread in other places

Key pillars of GTM strategy
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1. F&B innovation
Opportunities from 2020 consumer research, prioritised

15 LEVERS WERE INITIALLY IDENTIFIED

1. Enhance perception of fresh baking: bake fresh bread in restaurants & talk about
it
2. Invest in grab & bake & go food offerings and sections in the stores
3. Rejuvenate the brand
4. Improve price image with price adjustments on key value items
5. Create attractive offering for lunch, esp. combos
6. Fix coffee quality
7. Create occasion boxes for delivery purpose (fresh products)
8. Launch/test loyalty programs on coffee and/or bread (applicable to families)
9. Leverage LPQ App for loyalty programs & click&collect
10. Ensure visible presence in third party delivery channels
11. Specifically use delivery to generate evenings orders
12. Invest in local marketing to build awareness and create impulse visit
13. Implement testing: in store & outdoor (e.g. bread bites)
14. Sell bread in local grocery chains (deprioritized in FR though)
15. Develop new partnerships with hotels / restaurants

THESE WERE REFINED TO 7 INITIATIVES FOR WHICH DETAILED BUSINESS CASES WERE CREATED

1. Enhance perception of fresh baking: bake fresh bread in restaurants & talk about it

2. Invest in grab & bake & go food offerings and sections in the stores

3. Improve coffee quality

4. Launch/test loyalty programs on coffee and/or bread (applicable to families)

5. Implement a testing team that performs small scale initiatives and scales fast

6. Create attractive offering for lunch, esp. combos

7. Sell bread in local grocery chains (deprioritized in FR though)

Bakery 
Hot snacks  
Coffee

Loyalty 
Combos

Pipeline 
Retail chains

Tests started in Q3, finalize by end Q4

Tests started in Q4, finalize by end Q1

Not started yet
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1. F&B innovation projects
Go to market transformation – F&B innovation

Hot
snacks

CoffeeBakery
23



2. Menu standardization
Go to market transformation - Menu standardization

The new avocado toast for all markets

NL

UK

BE

FR
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3. Pricing project
Go to market transformation - pricing

Goal of pricing

1. Move from cost based -> Value based pricing
2. Increase margin and value perception
3. Tiered pricing (low/medium/high) for all occasions
4. Tiered pricing (low/medium/high) for all locations
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2. Brand 
transformation
1. Brand DNA redefined

2. Brand standards
1. Old logo – new logo
2. Photography & Tone of voice 

brand standards
3. Food & beverage standards
4. Interior design stores

3. Marketing toolkits examples

26



Brand DNA
Brand transformation - Brand redefined
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2.2.1 Logo
Brand transformation – brand standards
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2.2.2 Photography & Tone of voice brand standards
Brand transformation – brand standards

Photography Tone of voice
29



2.2.3 Food & Beverage standards
Brand transformation – brand standards

Food philosophy
10 Menu Principles
These 10 principles should infuse every aspect of our menu 
offer,
from the point of conception to the delivery to the customer. 
They guide and shape the food and drink we serve, the bread 
and grocery took home, the tableware and wrapping we 
present with. These principles are ranked in order of 
importance. If there ever
is a conflict, always give higher weight to the higher-ranked
principle.
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Picture

USP1

Target 
audience /  
promise

Attribute

Neighbourhood Location High Street Kiosk Airports
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2.2.4 Interior design stores
Brand transformation – Brand standards



2.3 2021 Marketing toolkits
Brand transformation – Marketing toolkits

BAKERY 30 YEARS
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3. Digital
transformation
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Some key trends in the F&B market that are being 
addressed in the digital transformation

Consumers are continuously becoming more demanding and vocal
(e.g. order process, product quality,delivery times)

F&B companies are putting more focus on selling products via e-commerce platforms (on 
average making up c.30% of total sales)

Food “on-the-go” is increasingly gaining popularity as guests typically desire to spend less time in 
stores

The global F&B industry has experienced a strong decline in sales and margins
due to the recent Covid-19 crisis

Increasing competition in the global F&B market puts pressure on innovation, costs and sales

Historically  
vulnerable
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3.1 Ecommerce roll out
Started with deliveries at home from our own webshop in Paris

BE FR UK NL

Deliveroo ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Uber ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Take away ✓ ✓ ✓
Click&Collect ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Delivery ✓
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Version we are aiming to 
implement

Update version from 
COMO..

UK version back in 2020..

1. Go live of marketing automation capability end 
March for BE, FR and UK

2. Custmer loyalty scheme to be completed by end 
March

3. Remodeling of the application ongoing

4. Go live launch plan being created

5. 14/04/2021 launch of the loyalty application in the
UK paired with the reopening of the stores

• Only accessible through in store sales (POC)
• Integration with Ecom in a second stage

6. FR launch planned on store opening in FR and 
completion of IIKO rollout

7. BE rollout planned after completion of IIKO rollout

3.2 Loyalty app
Digital transformation - Launch of system wide loyalty solutions
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3.3 E-POS roll out : IIKO
Live in UK and France, roll out NL in Q4 2021 and BE Q1 2022

Cloud based point of sales systems : IIKO
Working with our preferred cloud based e-POS partner 
has a number of benefits: cost, speed of 
implementation and the ability to benefit from global 
best practices. Menu structures, recipes and ingredients 
can be copied from other countries, reporting 
templates can be easily customised and system-generic 
formations as well as training courses specific to Le Pain 
Quotidien are available from day one. On top, APIs 
allowing connections of our other core systems into the 
e-POS are available and always up to date.

E-CLOUD/ IIKO POS

✓ Till system

✓ Recipes

✓ Inventory

✓ Time keeping

✓ Forecasting

✓ Orders

✓ Reporting
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4. Blueprint

38



Blueprint
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Operating a restaurant chain in COVID is a huge challenge 
with all this uncertainty (especially in BE and FR)
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Headwinds
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What does it mean for Le Pain Quotidien Belgium ?

1. Focus on topline growth
• get consumers back in the dining room

2. Cost focus
• COGS: 80/20, simplifcation, reduction, sourcing

• Labour: staffing, forecasting, planning, productivity

• Support Center: marketing, IT projects, HR roles 
replacements

• Waste: waste reduction, waste management,

inventory
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OGSM 2022 Company priorities

Improve F&B 
offer: 80/20, 
Bake off, Pricing, 
hot drinks

One brand 
campaign 
focused on 
DR traffic 
and loyalty

Recruit, train
develop and
retain people

Strategic 
franchise 
expansions

Build new 
concepts and 
channels.

Take smart data 
driven decisions

Simplify way of 
working with 
operations
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Questions?
THANK YOU !
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